24th International Youth Tournament 2019
1st / 2nd June 2019
Tournament Conditions
1. We will play according to the rules of the Württemberg football association WFV.
2. Players must be able to confirm their age by a player’s passport or any other official
identification provided with a photo. One hast to prove one’s right to play by presenting
either a printend DFBnet eligibility list of good quality or a complete paper player’s pass.
If there is no player’s pass or no photo on the eligibility list, the player in question has to
present an official ID with a photo before the competition begins to start without being
asked to do so.
3. Players, born in / before 2005 are entitled to play as (U14) C-Juniors;
players, born in / before 2007 are entitled to play as D-Juniors (U12)
4. The team of C-Juniors consists of 11 up to 16 players play on a standard field
(grass or artificial turf). The playing time for C-Juniors is 18 minutes without changing
sides.
5. D-Juniors, teams of 9 to 14 players, play on compact fields (70 m x 55 m, big goals) of
grass and artificial surfaces. The playing time for D-Juniors takes 15 minutes without
changing sides.
6. The team that is mentioned first on the schedule plays from left to right (seen from the
tournament director / from A to B on the plan) and has the kick-off.
7. If the both teams have shirts of the same colour, the team that is mentioned first is
provided with shirts of a different colour.
8. The transition area is close to the centerline. Players may be substituted as often as
required.
9. The best and the second-best of the groups as well as both third-best of the groups reach
the second round. The second round will be played in two groups of four teams; the two
winners will be in the final whereas the two second-best will compete for third and fourth
place.
10. If there is a level score of the first and second round, the goal difference will be decisive. If
there is a level score and the same number of goals, the number of goals will be of
importance. If even the number of goals is the same, the direct comparison will determine
the progress. If there is still no winner, there will finally be penalty shootouts. If two or more
teams have to do the penalty shootouts, one will decide by drawing lots what team will do
the shootout first.
11. Which of the teams will play for third place (“petite finale”) will be decided without extra time
by a penalty shootout if the game has ended in a draw.
12. If there is a draw in the final, the playing time will be extended for about five minutes.
If there is still a draw, a penalty shootout will determine the progress.
13. During the subsequent award ceremony the winners in first, second, third and fourth place
get cups – 16 players of C-juniors at most, 12 players of D-juniors at most.
In addition, the four first placed teams get material prizes.
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Information
 Directions to the Karl-Euerle-Sportanlage (sports center) in Backnang:
>by car and bus: (see direction sketch)
B14 > Backnang > departure „school- and sports center Maubacher Höhe“
> straight ahead
> signage Karl-Euerle-Sportanlage (sports center) / town hall.
>> Navigation system: Jahnstr.2, 71522 Backnang <<
 >with public transportation: with the train S 3 from Stuttgart main station.
The Karl-Euerle-Sportanlage (sports center) is directly above the train station in
Backnang and can be reached over a footbridge.
 An extra bus parking and car parking is signposted or rather can be seen on the location
plan.
 The park and ride parking can be used free of charge at the weekend.
 Please be there in time so that we can keep the tournament plan without delays.
Please get first in touch with the tournament management. There, you will get all
important information about the tournament.
 The tournament management is at the rear alleyway between the poly grass ground and
the stadium.
Tournament management – hotline in case of delay or problems with the arrival:
+ 49 (0) 170 / 2 07 38 31 (Horst Liebentritt, youth manager)
 The dressing room is in the town hall and in Karl-Euerle hall.
You will learn from the tournament management where your team carbine is.
Please clear the dressing room after dressing– risk of theft!
 The First aid station of the DRK is at the tournament management in the rear alleyway.
 Every teams gets a crate of water from the tournament management against 5 Euro
deposit.
 We will play on synthetic turf/poly grass and grass in the stadium. Please remember
suitable shoes. On the timetable the ground is marked with ground 1 / S (stadium) and
ground 2 / P (poly grass).
 FC Viktoria Backnang provides only one ball for the game. Training balls must be
brought by yourself.
 The organizer assumes no liability for stolen items and damages.
 The FCV-aiders will provide food and drinking.
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Legal notice concerning photos
During the International Youth Tournament of FC Viktoria Backnang photos may be taken
which are linked with a pictorial representation of present persons; the selection of persons
happens randomly. A representation of the image recordings takes place on our homepage, our social media channels, in print media and on the team photos that are meant for
any team sponsors.
By entering the event grounds (Karl-Euerle-Sportanlage Backnang) the present person’s
consent is given for free publication in the above manner; no explicit explanation by the
person concerned is required.
If the person concerned should not agree with the publication of his person in individual
cases, we ask for immediate notification of the persons who are responsible for taking
pictures or the association's board.
Should the person concerned disagree in the case of a concrete, already made publication
and presentation of his person, we ask for immediate notification. This must be done
personally, by mail, by telephone or by post with the exact name of the relevant
presentation in question. In this case, the image will be removed within a reasonable time
(as far as possible) and not further published.
Head of Game Operation Juniors
Horst Liebentritt
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